Abstract-This paper describes a novel generative model for the synthesis of multi-modal medical images of pathological cases based on a single label map. Our model builds upon i) a generative model commonly used for label fusion and multiatlas patch-based segmentation of healthy anatomical structures, ii) the Modality Propagation iterative strategy used for a spatially-coherent synthesis of subject-specific scans of desired image modalities. The expression Extended Modality Propagation is coined to refer to the extension of Modality Propagation to the synthesis of images of pathological cases. Moreover, image synthesis uncertainty is estimated. An application to Magnetic Resonance Imaging synthesis of glioma-bearing brains is i) validated on the training dataset of a Multimodal Brain Tumor Image Segmentation challenge, ii) compared to the stateof-the-art in glioma image synthesis, and iii) illustrated using the output of two different tumor growth models. Such a generative model allows the generation of a large dataset of synthetic cases, which could prove useful for the training, validation, or benchmarking of image processing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
T HE availability of public datasets [1] - [3] of annotated medical images is a key factor in the development of medical image computing. For instance, the organization of the Multimodal Brain Tumor Image Segmentation (BraTS) benchmark challenge [3] has lead to an important and fruitful research activity in glioma segmentation. However, the creation of a benchmark dataset is costly for obvious reasons: i) a large number of cases is required in the training and testing datasets to capture the variability of structures or pathologies, ii) images should be annotated by experts, which requires a complex and time-consuming manual work, and can still lead to debatable results (e.g. inter-rater variability in the range 74-85% for glioblastoma [3] , datasets can contain incorrect segmentations [4] ), iii) the distribution of medical images leads to ethical concerns, since the identification of patients may be possible despite anonymization steps such as skullstripping [4] , iv) and finally, ensuring the continued quality of a very large dataset of anonymized images is complex, due to the presence of longitudinal data and duplicates [5] . The development of image synthesis could allow i) the augmentation of a dataset by including new realistic synthetic cases, and ii) the creation of large, annotated, unbiased, anonymized, and easyto-maintain datasets of synthetic medical images of virtual patients (namely atlases completely generated by a computational biophysical model). The availability of a large dataset is especially important for pathologies such as glioblastoma which exhibit a high variability of shape and appearance. For reference, the 2013 BraTS challenge only consisted of 20 real high-grade cases for training, and 10 real high-grade cases for benchmarking [3] ). The 2014 BraTS challenge included about 250 additional cases obtained from The Cancer Imaging Archive [6] , however other problems arose: the ground truth was unavailable and had to be obtained through a consensus of automatic glioma segmentation algorithms, which resulted in a ground truth of lower reliability [7] .
B. Related Work
The problem which is tackled in this paper is the synthesis of multi-modal medical images of pathological cases, based on a single label map, as illustrated in Figure 1 for brain tumors imaged with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). In the following, the focus is on related work regarding MRI synthesis of healthy and tumor-bearing brains.
1) MRI Synthesis of Healthy Brains:
Original attempts at generating synthetic MRI of healthy brains relied on a numerical simulation of MR acquisition physics. Given MR scanner parameters such as echo time and relaxation time, a discreteevent simulation model [8] - [10] describes the dynamics of magnetization vectors, at each spatial position, according to Bloch equations [11] . Such numerical simulations are computationally expensive, except for specific cases for which there 0278-0062 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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exists a closed-form solution to Bloch equations, such as for spin-echo or gradient-echo MR sequences [8] , [12] , [13] . To describe the imaged object, two strategies are possible. The first strategy consists in describing the geometry of the imaged tissues with tissue-specific templates, and providing the tissue-specific biophysical properties (spin density and relaxation times). This allows the synthesis of MRI acquired on virtual geometrical templates. However, it requires the knowledge of tissue-specific biophysical properties [8] , which are poorly referenced in the literature for glioblastoma compartments. The second strategy does not rely on the definition of tissues: biophysical properties are specified voxel-wise, after an estimation from several MR scans obtained in a short time-frame with a very strict acquisition protocol (quantitative MRI or relaxometry), or by optimization methods [12] , [13] . This strategy does not allow to generate synthetic images on virtual patients. Moreover, it cannot be applied to tumor scans when a proton density map is not available.
Recently, an iterative patch-based heuristic [14] was used for Modality Propagation, i.e. the synthesis of a realistic subjectspecific scan of one modality given a scan acquired with another modality. Roots of the Modality Propagation framework include image reconstruction works, e.g. PET image reconstruction incorporating MR data as prior information for anatomical boundary [15] and example-based approaches using non-local patch similarity constraints, known as brain image hallucination [16] - [19] . The core of the algorithm consists in modeling the covariation of local intensity patterns across modalities, in a fashion inspired by multi-atlas patchbased segmentation of healthy brain structures [20] , [21] . Successful applications of Modality Propagation or related methods include synthesis of a patient-specific attenuation map for hybrid MR-PET [22] , more accurate registration [23] , superresolution [24] , and outlier detection [14] , [24] , [25] . However, Modality Propagation shows two limitations for the synthesis of MRI for virtual pathological cases: i) the local search window framework is adopted, which does not take into account the variability of lesion position, and might restrict the method to the image synthesis of healthy cases, ii) the input is a real image, which is assumed not to be available for virtual cases.
2) MRI Synthesis of Tumor-Bearing Brains: Previous works regarding MRI synthesis of tumor-bearing brains [26] - [28] build upon tissue-specific templates, as in the framework introduced for healthy brains [8] . Typically, a tumor seed is artificially positioned in a healthy brain atlas, then a tumor growth model simulates the tumor extension over time and its mass effect, i.e. the displacement of neighboring healthy tissues, which results in templates of healthy tissues and tumor compartments. However, in contrast to [8] , tissue-specific biophysical properties are not considered in favor of direct specifications of tissue-specific average MR intensities [26] , [27] . In [28] , textures are learnt for each healthy tissue and tumor compartment, which results in a set of 3D texture images. The only difference between different synthetic MRI lies in tissuespecific templates: tissue-specific average MR intensities and 3D texture images are therefore always identical.
This last approach is applicable to a wide variety of cases, but also bears some limitations: i) the complex distribution of image intensities for tumor compartments is summarized by its expectation, which is oblivious of multi-modal intensity distributions, ii) the inter-patient MR normalization procedure is not specified, which makes it difficult to standardize real MRI so that they look like synthetic MRI, typically for the training of machine learning algorithms [29] , iii) simulated images do not show the variability of intensity of realistic MR scans, and the addition of a very high Gaussian noise only limits this effect.
The simulator of synthetic pathological MRI 1 described in [28] has been used in a number of research articles mostly for prototyping and validation, in the context of glioma segmentation [3] , [29] , [30] , outlier detection algorithm [31] , registration of a healthy brain atlas to a tumor-bearing patient image [32] , and construction of a brain atlas [33] . Other applications include the training of machine-learning algorithms for glioma segmentation. [29] trained random forest on a large dataset consisting of 740 synthetic cases and showed good segmentation results on a few real cases for testing. [31] performed a thorough validation of an outlier detection algorithm, based on 100 MR scans synthesized with different tumor volumes to test the robustness of the algorithm to the amount of outliers. Image synthesis could also be useful in the context of tumor growth modeling: in [34] , PET images are synthesized for tumor-bearing brains, so as to allow clinically relevant interpretations of tumor growth model outputs. Although the applications of MRI synthesis of pathological cases are numerous, the competitors in the BraTS benchmark challenge tend to completely ignore the provided synthetic cases [3] , which is likely due to their lack of realism.
In this paper, we address the image synthesis of pathological cases by using an iterative multi-atlas patch-based algorithm, inspired by recent successful algorithms in MRI synthesis of healthy brains. The expression Extended Modality Propagation (EMP) is coined for two reasons: i ) to refer to the extension of Modality Propagation for the synthesis of images of pathological cases, ii) in contrast to Modality Propagation, EMP can deal with label maps in addition to image intensity. The synthesis process only requires a single label map, or the output of any tumor growth model in terms of the usual tumor compartments. Realistic synthetic images are obtained in the specific application of our algorithm to MRI synthesis of tumor-bearing brains. Our contributions include a novel generative model, a heuristic iterative algorithm to solve for the posterior distribution of multi-channel MR intensities, the estimation of image synthesis uncertainty, the analysis of Modality Propagation iterative feature augmentation, and the public availability of a large dataset of annotated and realistic MRI exhibiting gliomas. In the remainder, the generative model is described and solved for the maximum a posteriori and for uncertainty estimation (Section II). Then synthesized MRI are compared to real MRI from the training dataset of BraTS benchmark challenge, and to the state-of-the-art in glioma image synthesis, and illustrated using the output of two different tumor growth models (Section III). Finally, results and perspectives are discussed (Sections IV and V). A fundamental idea is that central voxels of similar label patches should have similar multi-channel image intensity. During the first iteration, multi-channel intensity J is assigned for every test label patch based on comparisons with a database of training label patches. During subsequent iterations, multi-channel intensity J is updated based on comparisons between augmented label patches, which are the concatenation of label patches and multi-channel image patches synthesized during the previous iteration (feedback).
II. EXTENDED MODALITY PROPAGATION
In the following, a label map L describing the anatomy of a tumor-bearing brain is assumed to be known. The goal of Extended Modality Propagation (EMP) is to synthesize medical images corresponding to the same anatomy. To achieve this goal, EMP relies on a set of N training cases {L n , I n } n where L n is a label map and I n denotes multi-channel MRI (T1, T1C, T2, FLAIR). In practice, the set of labels comprises L = 7 classes: cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter, white matter, necrotic core, edema, non-enhancing tumor core, and enhancing core.
The EMP probabilistic generative model is first introduced to describe the synthesis of images. Second, an approximation of the marginalization step is introduced to estimate the maximum a posteriori and the image synthesis model uncertainty. Finally, more consistent patch matching is obtained by augmenting label patches: i ) multi-scale patches allow to consider larger patches in a computationally efficient manner, ii) a patch match invariant to cube isometries allows to consider larger patches without being impacted by a smaller sample size, and iii) as for Modality Propagation, an iterative patch match procedure results in smoother and more consistent synthetic images. The EMP pipeline is detailed in Figure 2 .
A. Definition of a Probabilistic Generative Model 1) Graphical Model:
The proposed generative model for Extended Modality Propagation builds upon the Bayesian modeling of local weighted voting for multi-atlas segmentation [35] , which was then adapted for patch-based segmentation [36] , [37] . Conventionally, a patch S(I, x) is a cube of edge length 2r + 1, centered at spatial position x ∈ R 3 , consisting of image intensity values taken from an image I .
Our model is based on the 5 following assumptions. i ) Every patch S(L, x ) originates from a single patch S(L n , y) from the training database. This means that the target segmentation L is the result of sampling patches from atlases (L n , I n ) at different positions y in the reference space . The membership index M encodes, for every position x ∈ , both the atlas index n and the position y to sample from: M(x) = (n, y). ii) There is a uniform prior on M: no training case n or patch location y is preferred a priori. This assumption is in sharp contrast with a common assumption of local search window in the patch-based framework. iii) The only constraint on M is that the source patch for a target patch S(L, x ) has the same central label L n (y) = L(x). iv) If M were known, the target image J would be given by intensity, perturbed with white noise, I n (y) at central voxels of sampled patches. v) Given M(x), probabilities of observing intensity J(x) and label L(x) are conditionally independent. This assumption introduces a symmetry between segmentation and synthesis problems. Moreover, this assumption is reasonable: if M(x) were known, then the information regarding label would be completely defined by L n only, and the information regarding intensity would be completely defined by I n only.
The corresponding graphical model is shown in Figure 3 . This model mirrors the graphical model described in [38] for multi-atlas patch-based segmentation of pathological cases.
2) Class-Conditional Image Intensity Likelihood: Let j ∈ R d denote multi-channel voxel-wise image intensity, with d being the number of MR channels. In our case, d = 4. Class-conditional image intensity likelihood
is the probability that the target intensity J(x) = j is sampled from a multivariate Gaussian probability density function N , with I n (y) as mean and L n (y) = L(x) as covariance matrix:
where δ ·,· is Kronecker delta, which translates assumption iii. In this case, L n (y) = L(x), and the notation for intensity likelihood is simplified to p n (J(x) = j | I n , y, L(x) ).
3) Log-Odds Label Maps:
The likelihood label model relies on continuous Log-Odds maps L and L n [35] , i.e. probability values computed from categorical label maps L and L n . Indeed, during the fist iteration of image synthesis, patch match only relies on a label map as input. It is crucial to choose the best representation for this single input. A categorical label map could be used, but this representation does not distinguish patches inside a tissue from those at its border. If categorical label maps were directly used, the matching of similar label configurations could be poor for label configurations not present in the training dataset. A better strategy, as recommended in [35] , consists in adopting Log-Odds, so as to take into account the distance to borders between tissues and to be able to distinguish different patches among patches completely enclosed in a tissue. Log-Odds distances are defined as proportional to exp(ρ D l (x)), where ρ > 0 is the slope constant (in our experiments, ρ = 1 as in [35] ), and D l (L, x) is the signed distance transform of label l for label map L at spatial position x, which is positive inside structures labelled as l.
4) Augmented Log-Odds Label Maps:
During the first iteration t = 1 of the algorithm, the notation L corresponds to a multi-label Log-Odds map: a vector in R L consisting of Log-Odds label probability values is assigned for each spatial position x. Therefore, a patch of edge length r would result in a vector in R (2r+1) 3 ×L . However, for subsequent iterations t ≥ 2, the same notation L corresponds to augmented LogOdds maps: for each spatial position x, the vector in R L of Log-Odds label probability values is concatenated with the vector in R d of synthetic image intensity of the previous iteration. In this case, a patch of edge length r would result in a vector in
) comprises the similarity between label patches. It is defined as the probability that the target Log-Odds patch S( L, x) is sampled from a multivariate Gaussian probability density function, with S( L n , y) as mean and isotropic scaling σ 2 (x) as variance:
where 11 is the identity matrix.
6) Symmetry:
The symmetry between the segmentation model described in [38] and our synthesis model is emphasized by the definitions of label and intensity likelihoods, as shown in Table I . Indeed, regarding likelihood for observed variables, image intensity likelihood for segmentation [38] and label patch likelihood for synthesis are Gaussian densities on patches, respectively image patches and Log-Odds patches, with an isotropic scaling parameter for variance, respectively σ 2 n (x) and σ 2 (x). Moreover, regarding likelihood for hidden variables, label likelihood for segmentation [38] and classconditional image intensity likelihood for synthesis are defined voxel-wise instead of patch-wise, and both involve a Kronecker delta.
B. Inference
Since M is not observed, the inference has to be performed by marginalizing over M [35] . The marginalization consists in a weighted vote involving patches at every position y in every atlas n, with weights proportional to both label patch and intensity likelihoods.
Variance parameters are first estimated; second, the problem of estimating J is stated by marginalizing over M; third, a strategy to determine the arg-max of the posterior distribution is proposed; finally, a method to estimate the uncertainty of the synthesis procedure is mentioned.
1) Estimation of the Variance Parameters:
There are two kinds of variance parameters: i ) covariance matrices { l } l∈{1,...,L} for class-conditional image intensity likelihoods, which are pre-computed, and ii) isotropic scaling σ 2 (x) for label patch likelihood, which is computed online.
For each label l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, a covariance matrix l results from the fit, using Expectation-Maximization [39] , of a multivariate Student distribution to average intensity of pure patches, i.e. for which all voxels belong to the same class. Robustness to outliers is achieved with Student distributions to model the heavy-tailed distributions of multi-channel image intensity. Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, presents 2D projections of obtained Student distributions.
As with patch-based segmentation, the variance σ 2 (x) for Log-Odds patch is spatially varying. In contrast to [38] , σ 2 (x) is a heuristic inspired by [21] , [40] and involving the minimal patch distance, defined such that:
The same formula is applied to augmented Log-Odds patches during subsequent iterations of the proposed algorithm.
As proximity between samples is not well characterized by their distance in high dimensional spaces, the use of the minimal distance instead of another measure (such as the average distance) is preferred to limit the number of patches with high probability.
2) Approximate Marginalization: Assuming the membership index M(x) is independent and identically uniformly distributed p(M) = (N × | |) −| | , the marginalization over M [35] is given voxel-wise by:
The marginalization over M would require a high number of comparisons between patches, which is infeasible in practice. However, the marginalization step could be approximated, in a similar fashion as [38] . Let y n (S (L, x) ) be the position in reference space of the closest Log-Odds patch, in canonical L 2 distance, of central label l = L(x) found in the atlas (L n , I n ). For image synthesis of pathological cases, we propose to marginalize over only N patches, where N is the total number of atlases: given a target Log-Odds patch of central label L(x), the approximate marginalization only includes patches found at the spatial position y n (S(L, x)) in atlas n, which results in:
3) Arg-max of the Posterior Distribution: With the approximate marginalization, our original belief was that J(x) could be efficiently computed thanks to Banach Fixed Point Theorem. Indeed, a necessary condition for j * to be an optimal solution is given by gradient cancelling. Let F : R 4 → R be:
where:
Algorithm 1 Extended Modality Propagation
augment Log-Odds patch with result at iteration t − 1 foreach training case n do find the closest patch of central label l in L n let y n (S(L, x)) be this patch spatial position evaluate Log-Odds patch S( L n , y n (S (L, x) )) evaluate image intensity I n (y n (S (L, x) )) augment Log-Odds patch with image intensity set variance σ 2 (x) based on augmented patches set the intensity J(x) by applying a Fixed Point procedure as if T were a contraction mapping:
Gradient cancelling gives the necessary condition that j * is a fixed point of a function T : R 4 → R 4 :
For voxels x for which T is a contraction mapping, Banach Fixed Point Theorem gives that j * is unique, and that for any initialization j 0 ∈ R 4 , any sequence ( j k ) k∈N such that j k+1 = T ( j k ) converges to the fixed point j * with a geometric rate. An implementation of the EMP algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. In fact, we adopt a slight variant of this approach where λ n ( j ) is computed with a more robust Student likelihood (Section II-B.1) instead of a Gaussian likelihood p n (J(x) = j | I n , y n (S (L, x) ), L(x) ), to cope with the rare case where a few μ n are far away from j * . We could not prove that the Lipschitz constant of T is strictly less than 1 for every voxel in the image, hence the assumption of Banach Fixed Point Theorem may not be fulfilled. Nonetheless, in our experiments for all test cases, the algorithm does converge in about K = 60 iterations for 99.9% of the voxels of the brain mask. For the remaining 0.01% of the voxels, the intensity value obtained at the last iteration is used. Fig. 4 . Illustration of image synthesis uncertainty estimation. Along with the model prediction J(x) (synthesis mean), the knowledge of the model uncertainty is illustrated with the standard-deviation σ (x) (square-root of the synthesis variance). Please note that only the FLAIR MR sequence is shown here, but J(x) consists in fact in four synthesized MR channels, which are taken into account by σ (x) shown here. Uncertainty is more important at the boundary between cerebrospinal fluid and brain tissues (ventricles, sulci) and in the tumor core.
4) Estimation of the Image Synthesis Uncertainty:
With the Fixed Point procedure, the estimation of the arg-max of the posterior image intensity distribution involves the iterative estimation of j * as a weighted average of intensities μ n found in the atlases. Therefore, the uncertainty of the image synthesis process can be similarly estimated as the weighted sample variance σ 2 , thanks to the optimal weights λ n ( j * ). Estimation of image synthesis uncertainty is illustrated in Figure 4 . Uncertainty estimation could allow to pin-point regions with unlikely image intensity based on the proposed model.
C. Consistent Patch Match
Patch match consistency can be improved by relying on augmented Log-Odds patches and by adopting an iterative feature augmentation strategy.
1) Multi-Scale Patches: As shown in [38] , multi-scale patches are computationally efficient representations for large patches, which allows more effective patch match. The central part of the patch is described voxel-wise, while the peripheral part is described by average intensity values over neighboring patches, by analogy with the foveal vision. Similar ideas regarding foveation and non-uniform sampling are detailed in [41] . In the following, parameters are set as in [38] : a 3x3x3 patch is used for the central part, and a 26-neighborhood for the peripheral part.
2) Patch Match With Invariance Properties: Every atlas is affinely registered to the MNI space [42] so that patch extraction is invariant to the pose of the subject. Moreover, the canonical L 2 distance used for patch matching is sensitive to rotation or symmetry of the patches. As shown in [38] , the combination of multi-scale patches and invariance to cube isometries yields better segmentation results, and thus could be beneficial for patch-based image synthesis as well. The 48 cube isometries consist of certain rotations under which the cube is invariant, plus their composition with central symmetry. For healthy brain structures, rotated patches can be unrealistic, only sagittal plane symmetry is considered. For pathological patches, the similarity measure should be insensitive to rotation and symmetry: the number of atlases is small, and using multi-scale patches further decreases the sample size. Therefore, the addition of plausible configurations of patches, generated by applying sagittal plane symmetry or cube isometries, to observed patches is relevant, and ultimately leads to a patch match invariant to the group of cube isometries. Indeed, if we were to apply cube isometries to the target patch, the minimal patch distance between the transformed target patch and the augmented learning dataset would be equal to the minimal patch distance between the target patch and the augmented learning dataset.
3) Iterative Feature Augmentation: An iterative augmentation procedure guarantees a spatially more coherent patch match, which results in an overall more coherent image synthesis. This is illustrated in Figure 5 . Augmented Log-Odds patches are the concatenation of i) Log-Odds patches, weighted with 1 − α t , and ii) multi-channel image patches synthesized during the previous iteration t − 1, weighted with α t . There are different possible definitions for weight α t . As with Modality Propagation [14] , the feedback weight α t increases with the number of iterations, starting with α 1 = 0 for iteration t = 1. Unless mentioned, a maximal number of iterations is set to t max = 3, and α t = (t − 1)/t max , so that the weight of Log-Odds patches is never zero and decreases linearly with the number of iterations.
III. RESULTS
Our goal is to synthesize four MR channels commonly acquired for glioma assessment: pre-contrast T 1 -weighted image (T1), contrast-enhanced T 1 -weighted (T1C), T 2 -weighted (T2), and T 2 -FLAIR MR images. Fast approximate nearest-neighbour search are used for patch match, more precisely multiple randomized k-d trees for high dimensional data [43] .
A. Pre-Processing Pipeline
Every image is affinely registered to an MNI atlas and warped to the same reference space. For experiments which require strictly more than 3 iterations, a resampling to 2 mm isotropic resolution is performed to decrease computation time, otherwise we keep the original 1 mm isotropic resolution. A resampling to 2 mm resolution was used by the topperforming glioma segmentation method at the 2012 BraTS challenge, which indicates that the generation of a synthetic dataset of 2 mm resolution images could already be of interest for applications other than medical image synthesis. Atlas images I n are standardized with a global affine intensity transform, applied to each modality independently: non-zero intensity are clipped below 1% and above 99% quantiles, then intensity mean and standard deviation are set to the corresponding average values over the training dataset, respectively 360 as mean and 120 as standard deviation. Except for the clipping, and potentially the resampling if performed, all the proposed pre-processing operations can be reverted, which eases the adaptation of such a synthetic dataset for the analysis of another real dataset.
B. Validation & Comparison to State-of-the-Art 1) Dataset and Evaluation:
The dataset consists of MRI of 20 high-grade (HG) and 10 low-grade (LG) cases, skull-stripped and made publicly available as training dataset Fig. 5 . From left to right: input label map, synthetic contrast-enhanced T 1 -weighted MRI after iterations t = 1, 2, 3, and ground truth (real MRI). Image parts near the brain border are better synthesized due to iterative feature augmentation. The presence of dark synthesized regions around the brain, instead of the presence of skull, is due to the fact that atlases are skull-stripped. Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, presents maps of absolute differences between synthesized images and ground truth.
in the 2013 edition of the MICCAI BraTS benchmark [3] . A leave-one-out procedure is always applied to exclude the target image from the training dataset. There is no atlas pre-selection and all training cases, remaining after leaveone-out, are used as atlases for the synthesis of MRI of cases of the same grade. Only the segmentation of the tumor compartments is originally available [3] , so healthy tissues are automatically segmented by applying FSL FAST [44] to the T1C image, which consistently has the highest resolution among the different MR channels.
The validation of the experiment consists in comparing real MRI with synthetic MRI generated solely based on a segmentation of the brain and the tumor. Quantitative assessment include Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PNSR) to quantify the quality of the synthesis, Mean-Absolute-Error (MAE) to quantify bias, and finally mean Structural Similarity (SSIM) [45] (with default values) as an additional image reconstruction criterion. All these measures are classically used for assessment of image reconstruction or synthesis [25] , [46] - [48] . Whenever an average is computed, only the voxels which belong to a region-of-interest (ROI) are considered: the ROI is the whole brain mask as defined by the input label map (segmentation of healthy and pathological tissues).
Our image synthesis model is compared to the image synthesis procedure described in [28] . Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, includes the user-specific coefficients chosen in our implementation of this procedure [28] .
For a fair comparison, synthetic MRI generated with [28] i) use the same input categorical label map as our method, and ii) are standardized as described in Section III-A, so that the average image intensity and the variance corresponds to the average and variance of the real image. Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, illustrates results obtained with [28] based on tumor growth model probabilistic outputs instead. However, no quantitative evaluation can be performed on these results due to a lack of ground truth.
2) Results: A visual inspection of image synthesis results can be performed in axial views for a high-grade glioma in Figure 6 . Axial, coronal and sagittal views are also presented in smaller displays in supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab. The model does not replicate artifacts or croppings present on some real cases. This is expected, since the image synthesis model is based on a label map, which was created from a high-resolution T1C image of a whole brain.
Quantitative results are reported for each MR channel in Figure 7 for PSNR, and in supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, for other assessment measures. A summary of assessment measures is presented in Table II . PSNR, MAE, and mean SSIM are always higher for the proposed image synthesis method. Moreover, with the linearly increasing feedback weight, most results are improved with additional iterations. To confirm this statement, paired two-sample t-tests are performed independently for each MR channel. With 1% significance level, EMP with 2 iterations performs significantly better than the state-ofthe-art [28] for every criterion (PSNR/SSIM/MAE) and for every MR channel (T1/T1C/T2/FLAIR), which is not the case when using EMP with a single iteration. Moreover, with 1% significance level, from iteration 1 to iteration 3, EMP improves significantly the image between each iteration.
The influence of the feedback weight α t was studied. The protocol is the following: different values are chosen for feedback weights, then Extended Modality Propagation is run for 10 iterations with α 1 = 0 and subsequent α t fixed at the chosen value. The highest PSNR (18.6) and highest mean-SSIM (0.63) are obtained for the smallest non-zero feedback weight (1/9). The variance of the PSNR is lower when a nonzero feedback weight is chosen, however the median PNSR is nearly the same for all feedback weight values. MAE increases when the weight increases. In the end, any small non-zero feedback weight is reasonable for image synthesis.
The influence of the number of iterations of EMP was studied. A high constant feedback weight, fixed at 2/3, is chosen to emphasize the effect of the number of iterations. The highest PSNR (18.7) and highest mean SSIM (0.64) are obtained at the end of the second iteration. MAE decreases notably with the number of iterations. In the end, a small [28] with the same categorical label map as input. Ground truth FLAIR image is partially dark, corresponding to the brain mask for which the FLAIR image is unknown, most likely for a faster MR acquisition. Interestingly, this does not happen on T1C images, and hence does not affect the label map for healthy brain tissues. Synthetic images are not affected since they rely only on the label map. Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, presents maps of absolute differences between synthesized images and ground truth. number of iterations should be preferred, typically 2 to 3 iterations. A similar trend is observed with a linearly increasing feedback weight α t .
C. Illustration Using an Advanced Tumor Growth Model
In this section, we use an advanced tumor growth model to generate probabilistic label maps, based on which we create a hard label map. The proposed image synthesis model is then used to generate synthetic MRI of virtual patients. The tumor growth model is a multi-population cell model driven by angiogenesis and vascularization. It is a variation of the Proliferation Invasion Hypoxia Necrosis Angiogenesis (PIHNA) model described in 1D in [49] . It was also used in 3D to simulate the impact of anti-angiogenic therapy in an atlas of a healthy brain [50] . Supplementary material, available in the supplementary files /multimedia tab, details the model and its implementation. Synthetic MRI based on the PIHNA model are shown in Figure 8 .
IV. DISCUSSION
In the experiments presented in this paper, the iterative nature of the proposed image synthesis method allows to reach higher PSNR and synthesize qualitatively more realistic images. The optimal number of iterations seems to be about 2 or 3. A progressive increase of the feedback weight with the number of iterations, as suggested in [14] leads to better synthesis results.
Automatically setting the value for the feedback weight would require to consider the weight as an additional random variable together with an hyper prior which depends on the amount of spatial correlation of J. Several MR channels are simultaneously synthesized, which leads to a more constrained patch match (for iterations t > 1), and ultimately to more consistent synthetic MRI. However, using a higher number of MR sequences implies that patches lie in a space of higher dimension, which tends to homogenize patch distances. Indeed, for high dimensional data, every patch is more or less a close neighbor of others, and the notion of nearest-neighborhood becomes less relevant. This could result in fuzzier synthetic images. Conversely, less consistent, yet potentially more textured, results could arise when trying to synthesize a single image modality.
EMP relies on a marginalization over several training cases, which has an averaging effect. Therefore, if labeling errors are assumed to be incoherent in the training cases, an incorrect labeling should have little impact, theoretically proportional to 1 over the number of atlases. However, if the target label map L is close to one of the incorrect segmentations, then the impact would be greater in practice.
One limitation of the proposed method is the running time: with 20 atlases, one iteration to simultaneously synthesize the 4 MR channels (for the whole brain) requires about 2 days of computation (16 cores, 100 GB of RAM) for 1 mm isotropic MRI, and about 3 hours of computation (3 cores, 20 GB of RAM) for 2 mm isotropic MRI. Typically, sulci are less visible on 2 mm synthetic MRI. Atlas selection could result in a decrease of the number of atlases, which could ultimately lead to finer details on 2 mm synthetic MRI. However, this would require a strategy to pre-select relevant atlases based on some similarity criterion between label maps.
Regarding running time in the perspective of generating a large database of synthetic cases, a region-of-interest enclosing the tumor could be defined such that the rest of the synthetic image is supplied by a template. Indeed, tumor growth models are based on a healthy atlas in which a tumor seed is placed, and a T1 template is available for the healthy atlas [42] . In this case, image intensity does not have to be optimized for voxels outside the ROI, since these voxels are assumed not to present intensity abnormalities.
Without resorting to tumor growth models, by only performing the patch-based synthesis on pathological regions, the extended modality propagation could be applied to any brain MR image, provided that a realistic label map of tumor compartments exists for that image. The generation of those tumor label maps could be either borrowed and transported from real pathological cases in the BRATS database or could be generated procedurally through an additional label map model. This would allow to create a high number of complex and detailed cases, with different locations of the same tumor label maps in the brain. The impact of this perspective would have to be carefully considered since some tumor patterns might be more or less likely in different brain regions.
All experiments were conducted with a label map as single input. Due to the iterative process described in this paper, it would be straightforward to provide as input an MR channel on top of the label map. Typically, if a contrast-enhanced T1 MR image is available on top of the label map, we could synthesize MR channels such as FLAIR or T2. Additional inputs are merely additional constraints for the patch match.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented a generative model for the synthesis of multi-modal medical images of pathological cases by using an iterative multi-atlas patch-based algorithm. The method was illustrated on MRI synthesis of glioma-bearing brains. A single label maps allows to synthesize realistic images, with clear improvements with regard to the state-of-the-art. The approach is flexible and can be applied i) either to label maps of real cases to synthesize artifact-free MRI, ii) or to label maps simulated by any tumor growth model. The standardization of images is made transparent and reversible, so that synthetic data can be used for any application with any other dataset, including intensity inhomogeneity or different levels of Rician noise. Moreover, due to the strategy used to solve for the maximum a posteriori, estimation of image synthesis uncertainty is straightforward. Such a generative model would allow the availability of large, public and annotated datasets of synthetic medical images obtained with virtual patients, which could prove useful for the validation or benchmarking of image processing algorithms. Promising results have been obtained on real data after training machine learning algorithms on synthetic data [29] , which could be further improved by using a more realistic synthetic dataset, generated with the proposed image synthesis model. Finally, image synthesis of pathological cases bridges the gap between outputs of tumor growth model and medical images, which are the most clinically relevant observations. The development of image synthesis could benefit to interpretability and personalization of tumor growth models.
